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POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 

May 20, 2024 

 

Nothing of significance. 

 

May 21, 2024 

 

0927 hrs Officers were dispatched to a residence on Farmside reference a 

domestic incident. Upon investigation, Jessica D. Ogrosky (W/F/41) was 

arrested for Domestic Violence and felony drug possession. 24-023722 

 
1354 hrs Officers were advised by dispatch of a reckless driver southbound on S. 

Dixie. Officers located the vehicle and got behind it at S. Dixie and 
Cardington, the car stopped but fled upon the officer’s approach. Officers 
did not pursue. The vehicle stopped at the red light at W. Dorothy, and 
officers pulled beside him. The vehicle then went South on Kettering Blvd 
at the speed limit, eventually pulling into the parking lot of Winn Supply, 
where officers activated their emergency lights and stopped the vehicle. 

The driver, Mark J. Klopf (W/M/44) was arrested for Failure to Comply 

and felony Drug Possession for suspected fentanyl found in the car. 24-

023765 

 
1653 hrs Officers responded to 5099 Bigger Rd. on a single vehicle crash. Upon 

contact with the driver, Richard L. Wiegand (W/M/81), signs of 
impairment were observed and he admitted to having consumed alcohol.  
Wiegand consented to a blood draw at the hospital and was issued a 

citation for OVI. 24-023792 

 
 

 

 



 

2037 hrs Officers responded to 216 Balmoral Dr. on a property call.  The person 
getting the property left the location prior to officer’s arrival.  Officers 
located the female a short distance away, and upon a consent search of 

her belongings, drugs and paraphernalia were located.  Cynthia A. 

Hollen (W/F/46) was arrested and charged with Possession of Drugs and 

Drug Paraphernalia. 24-023818 
 
2113 hrs Officers were dispatched to a residence on Oakland for a shooting.  It was 

learned that the victims were hanging out with the suspects drinking and 
an altercation occurred. During the altercation, a suspect pulled out a 
firearm and fired it in the air. This investigation is ongoing with no one in 

custody as of now. 24-023822 
 
 2316 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop on Smithville at Tabor for traffic 

violations.  The driver, Eric L. Pruitt (W/M/43), was showing signs of 
impairment.  Ultimately, Pruitt was arrested for OVI and transported to the 

KPD Jail where he refused the breath test. 24-023841 

 

May 22, 2024 

 
0208 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop on Big Hill at Kettering Blvd. The driver, 

Stephanie N. Gleason (W/M/37), was showing signs of impairment.  After 
poor performance of SFSTs, Gleason was arrested for OVI and 

transported to the KPD Jail where she refused the breath test.  24-023854 

 
1243 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop near Wilmington/Dawn.  Investigation led to 

the arrest of the driver, Christina M. Mershad (W/F/45) for felony 
Possession of Drugs and Drug Paraphernalia after she was found to be in 

possession of suspected narcotics and a crack pipe.  24-023922 
 
1437 hrs Officers responded to the bus stop in front of Kroger, 530 E. Stroop on a 

subject who had exposed his genitals and urinated on the sidewalk.  After 

investigation, Gary J. Smith (W/M/64) was arrested for Public Indecency.      

24-023938  
 
1547 hrs Officers were conducting an extra patrol of Meijer, 4075 Wilmington Pike, 

when they were informed by Loss Prevention of a theft that had just 

occurred. Angela M. Stark (W/F/54) was charged with Theft. 24-023943 
 
1733 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop for violations near Wilmington/Woodman.  

The driver, Brandon M. Ellis (W/M/38) was arrested on an ORDC warrant 

for Burglary (F).  24-023955 

 



 

1843 hrs       Officers were dispatched on a warrant service via fax. Ana E. Cortez (H/ 

F/41) was in custody at the Montgomery County Jail and served original 

warrants for Possession of Drugs and Drug Paraphernalia. 24-003313 

 

May 23, 2024 

 

0007 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop in the lot of Shell (3151 E. Dorothy).  

During his interaction with the driver, Ralph G. Reeves (W/M/27), signs of 
impairment were noted.  After a poor performance on the SFSTs, Reeves 
was arrested for OVI.  During the inventory search, suspected Cocaine 
was located in the vehicle. Reeves was transported to the KPD Jail for 

OVI and felony Drug Possession charges, with a .264 BAC. 24-024010 
 
0009 hrs        Officers located a possible disabled vehicle on W. Stroop near Lamme 

and made contact with the driver, Pablo Diaz Herrera (H/M/43). Herrera 
showed signs of impairment, performed poorly on the SFSTs and was 

arrested for OVI. A urine sample was collected for chemical testing. 24-

024011 

 
1152 hrs Officers responded to 2659 South on a Peace Officer call.  A resident, 

Tara M. Rhea (W/F/45) was arrested on a Hamilton PD warrant for FTA.     

24-024109  
 
1956 hrs Officers made a traffic stop at S. Patterson and River Park Drive. The 

driver, Jamal D. Cooley (B/M/21), was found to be in the vehicle with a 
person listed as a protected party from a protection order against him.  
After confirmation, Cooley was arrested for Violation of a Protection 

Order. 24-024182 
 
2033 hrs Officers stopped a subject for jay walking in the 2700 block of S. Dixie.  

After investigation, Nathan T. Sharp (W/M/35) was arrested on the 
following warrants: ODRC – Parole Violation, Miami County SO – 
Possession of Drugs (F), MCSO – Possession of Drugs (F), Warren 
County SO – Non Support, West Carrollton PD – PV, and Boone County 
KY – Possession of Drugs (F).  An additional subject who was with Sharp, 

Catherine A. Campbell (W/F/36) was arrested on warrants through 

MCSO and Warren County SO, both for Possession of Drug (F). 24-

024187 
 
2321 hrs Officers were dispatched to the area of S. Dixie at Stockton to check the 

welfare of a male subject lying in the roadway.  Upon arrival, the subject, 

Matthew D. Kirkpatrick (W/M/20), was found to be highly intoxicated.  
Kirkpatrick was issued him a summons for Disorderly Conduct-Public 

Intoxication and transported to the hospital. 24-024214 
 



 

May 24, 2024 

 

0131 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop on W. Stroop at Springboro Pike.  The 

vehicle was found to be an entered stolen vehicle and the driver, Dalan R. 

Vaughn (B/M/35), was arrested for felony Receiving Stolen Property.  A 
female passenger was found in possession of a scheduled pill, but will be 

charged later pending lab results. 24-024230 

 

May 25, 2024 

 

0414 hrs            Officers were dispatched to 1970 E. Dorothy Lane, Goodwill, in reference 

to a suspicious person. Investigation led to the arrest of James R. Payne 

(W/M/46) for Criminal Trespass and Possessing Criminal Tools. 24-

024416 

 
1812 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop at S. Patterson/Carillon for an equipment 

violation. The driver Christian M. Galloway (W/F/39) was found to have 
an entered FTA misdemeanor warrant through Dayton PD. After 
confirmation she was taken into custody and transported to the MCSO 

Jail. 24-024480   
 
2255 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop at Meijer, 4075 Wilmington Pk, for an 

equipment violation.  The driver Daniel W. Byrd (W/M/35) was found to 
be suspended.  Upon an inventory search of the vehicle, a glass pipe was 
located.  Byrd was issued a summons for Drug Paraphernalia and a traffic 

citation.  24-024521     

 

May 26, 2024 

 

0236 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle in the area of Fairmont High 

School. One of the occupants, Austin J. Shivadecker (W/M/24) was 
placed under arrest after a Probation Violation warrant was confirmed 

through Montgomery County. 24-024559   
 
0512 hrs Officers responded to a residence on Tabor Ave reference a family 

problem.  After investigation, Alec E. Smith (W/M/24) was placed under 

arrest for Domestic Violence. 24-024571 

 

0957hrs Officers were dispatched to the dead end of Bobbie Place on the report of 
a crashed vehicle into trees. Upon arrival, the driver was located and 

found to be very intoxicated. The driver, Keven M. Pierce (W/M/55), was 

subsequently arrested for OVI and refused the breath test. 24-024589 

 



 

1755 hrs Officers responded to a residence on a Telecommunication Harassment 
complaint. After investigation, charges were signed by the victim against 

Israel F. Rivera (H/M/30) for Telecommunications Harassment and 
Menacing by Stalking. He was placed under arrest at his residence in 

Dayton.  24-024642 

 


